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By Janet Marcelo
DAILY STAFF WRITER
San Jose State Curs ersity students
will be preparing their biggest smiles,
firmest handshakes, eye -contact and er
ror-free resumes (or the Justice Studies
Department Sixth .stnnual Career and
Internship I iii
The Ian.
sponsored by the depart
( ’enter, will be
ment and Nisi
held today Boni a in to 2 p m in the
Barrett Ballroom of the Student I Mon
"I think it’s a great thing." said Paul
Wong, a senior Japanese major "It gives
students is h, are interested in the field a
chance to take a look at ii hat positions
they can get into.
A fact sheet for the event indicates
a wide variety of emplo,ivrs that sill!
be present including police departments from Santa ( Ina. Antioch and
Long Beach along ss ith the I S Secret
Service. ()1lices of Public Defenders
and Juvenile Probation I kpartments
"Students call meet representato es
of local, state and national justice organizations," said Justice Studies. \ ssistant
Prolessiir \ nn \ I Lucas. "(They can)
learn about internship and career opportunities in pislice (and) talk to experienced professionals about their own career experiences in the justice lield."
Wong said the professors in the de
panment are former law enforcement
officers or had careers in the justice field
and considered it a good idea to base
meetings and get advice from the ino
lessors.
"I know when ins hr Mier is as here
iins.
at SJSI and appls mg lin Is (
he sought the ads ice of his professors
during the application and inters iris
process. \\ tug
lAicas said it students aren’t looking
for careeis the event can also be used
to find an internship, a requirement in
the justice studies major. and an opportunity to get real -world experience and
hand on learning.
"I loci i’.iiips help students appreciate
the ’, ,uiiet of organt/ations involved in
promoting justice.- I aka. said "It helps
to see how the justice ss stein operates
and affects real people "
( ’areer
( ’areer
( ’enter
SJS t
Consultant Laurie X loe gall said attending career lairs is on.: of iii,uiis strategies
students can utiliie is hen searching for
a internship or job
"Career and internship lairs hosted
by the ( ’areer ( ’enter or campus departments are an espec il Is ii Ise investment
as these emploiers are tiptcalli targeting S.ISE students oi grads based on
their majors," Morgan said
Also, at campus fairs. students ale
not competing \snit large masses for
positions and the employers aien’t expecting students to have years of expen
ence, Morgan said
Lucas said students applying should
still be courteous and professional. have
several clean copies of their resumes
and be ready to miss% er questions about
why they are interested or are seeking a
career at that particular agency..
"Students might also prepare a few
specific questions about a particular career or agency to demonstrate their interest," Lucas said. "(They) should be
ready to ask them in a brief, clear was,
and then thank the person for his her
time and response."
Students who research employers and
positions in advance can target their resumes and one -minute sales pitch to the
needs of the employers, Morgan said.
"(Students) also get the chance to
network with employers (at the fair),"
Morgan said. "Networking is one of the
best ways to get access to job and internship opportunities. After all, it’s not
just ’Who you know,’ it’s ’who knows
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Paul Spitzmueller, an instructor at the Touchstone Climbing Gym on South First Street, scales one of the walls last
Wednesday afternoon.
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Nonprofit theater company
stops by campus for performance
By Jamie Visger
DAILY STAFF WRITER
( )pera Piccola, a multiracial theater company’,
in conjunction with the Mosaic Cross Cultural
Center and the ( ’alitomia Arts ( ’ouncil, is bringing a production of ’’The Guests. a Middle
Eastern Tale." to San Jose State I ’niversity today
at 5:30 p.m.
"The play is based on an old Iranian frilktale
and a true love story.," said us-on (’hu NI, the director of Mosaic. "The love story is incorporated into the folktale about a lonely woman who
is s netted one night by a crowd of unexpected
guests "
It was written by Shahmu.sh Parsipur, a fa-
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Students begin Passover celebrations
By Laura Rheinheimer
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Art major Anthony Texeira applies patina, a chemical used In
coloring metal, to a sculpture in progress at the San Jose State
University foundry on Saturday. The finished piece will be on
display in Texeira’s show, "Conflict," beginning April 17 at the
Herbert Sanders Gallery in the Industrial Studies building.
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Bush has a good point: ’Understand what made America
I 01 the first time iii Its e and a- hail sears. I agree
ugh ( leurge W. Bush It’s haid to imagine - and it
almost hurts to si ii - hit Se hen II comes to the current debate on illegal iimmglallon, our president is a
s
01 nuxleration a ’thin his pan)
1is stance is the lost Nei itms shade of gre) I have
seen twin a man is ho pnubabl) thought the sun re% uli ccl aniund Icsas Nes ertlwless, I was impressed
is hen 1 heatd Bush tell the Senate to "Understand
us hat made \ mein a.- and push lot a Iramestork to
bring in the mail) 12 million illegal mmugrants from
the ’huh 55’
do the millions 01 ciamens
lie has a point, and
and legal and illegal mmugiants is hti hai c been
marching around the it huh> Iii I is \ neck-, alone
!semi> a hall 1111111.11 111.11, heti it \ latch 23 to pn,test
the I louse minuet:it is bill 111,11 passed in I /vcember
I he bill stinun.thies Anson,: aiding illegal mimielants and all ales hinds to knee off the 1 S
border Iwo Senate bills were sot le! and one
\
me ltitled analysts lot the ncarls 12 mullion We .2.11 till
nut:tants now in the I S But a compromise between
the Iwo lehl apait I Ida> belore the Laster recess
\ 1.951 mile long tense titlist make the nunutemen
happs as tie> altec I \uttei uc,l Irom the dmmasp it
then I:\buil ti’s not stome to stop the llose
intritigtatwit !win \lc \ to, and I ’eland \ mem.’
I tmc ’lii . some hate seas c Lidto losutu soi, kid
s,is,ice or Hill I 1. Roll> and >t, I, bound I heal plat,

for these Social Securits recipients iiho so gallant!)
guard our hord,:r You’ll also hear these haranguers
warn about the end of \ Inerican culture, the drain on
our ectmom) and the heightened les els of criminal
actii its . all 01 this. because 01 those illegal
timing’ ants
Non I think I tReills is an Irish name
\ tut sai age. %sell his teal name is \Veiner
(that is,,tild nese! isoik tin ll, Miss as C., I,
IS IL’ is 1,11 \ Is go:at 121..111,11:MR1 ..11111: 11C11:
11,51111,1111am and in) titom’s side is Irish
I his makes \ inerica
Besides oui humble roots :is immigrant
011st/ring. n hal is . \ merican culture be
sides what si ores ut dilfeient cultures have
tact. 1 propose BANKS
brought and built hire ’
that . \ merican ciliuie is mils si hat each of us
makes it otit to be
hi ins neighbi irhood. a half -block off campus,
owns the corner store.
latiuls oh
sItectt1 an . \ stan tioot..t: Louse \ less blocks its .1
I can least in a Thai restamain. an Indian rest:mu:int
taquenas some oi in, It
it
or dil/ellti
ties are in taxicabs talking hi Bale.tinian., 1-.1111,1)1,1ns.
disttust
Pakistanis and t uluans 1 v en is ith
nearl>
and malice toward \ meoca in the Middle
iii \luslutts Ilse
here peace! tills This is in)
\ itiei min statute
Ills minutemen. and 1111111011s 01 other \ inericans.

has e a different s iew of American culture. It mobabl) includes a lot of television. the right to bear arms,
weal> barbecues and a decent paying job. They have
a difIcrent lake on the meaning of America. This
makes \ menca, too
"lieu iews also include that overplayed
and undericpresented cliche. the American
I /ream It’s ironic that the toes ill illegal
immigration are claiming to defend this
dream. ,5111 ee :le 01 hie many say, from a
group 01 people is ho are risking their hies
to come lust’ tIle dteam with us.
A he tee isn t going to stop them Not
when \ xis :in minimum wage is $4.50 per
da)
telt, c is ill just be another obstacle
ALBACH
to a job milk,. that has a supply deficit
I he% is It ItaWider II climb over it and
continue to die irs mg Its simple suppls and demand
As long as the kmerican econom) creates demand in
the It is ski I led tabu in 10ECC. suppls is ill cinne from
soino% here
’,MCC III,: 20111 recession stabilited, an as erage
ItitIt iii new
his Int the market esers month I p

dally true when we look at where these service sector
jobs are being created - in urban areas.
Urban areas tend to have a higher educated work

necessities
Sure, some illegal immigrants pack meat in rural
Nebraska and mans more work in agriculture, but to
say that illegal immigrants cue stealing these jobs is a

the majority ol these were loss skilled
N(M. the CCOM)fll
/1" 11.111,
staiting to
sets IL
,u1,1 s. 1 uihis that pay above $.15.1/00. according to
SItu It numbers
I his dim:sift change the fact that many of these
jobs
unattractise tis \ mencans This rings esp.:

Should’,
of a lecture I

red herring
I has c heard this argument from congressmen and
students. The jobs are there. fellas. Once

2006 Don
"Can You

fellow S.ISI

you leave office, or graduate. I’m sure ( ’eniral Valles
agriculture would be more than happs to hire sou

Cr Terence !

ill11111,e!ratitsii is a drain on the
econong Some economists -.as the same thing. ei en
after factoring in the ,...,.101 sec it it, and sales tas that

Lehrer.

Critics sas

illegal

illegal immigrants pas into the ss stem.
But illegal immigrants pas rent, shop at Target

use the same SCCA
then nil ince the

and

ol

a seal

to 5

force that relies on a vibrant service sector, such as
dry- cleaning, restaurants and janitorial work, for daily.

ices that we do.

grows,

As the) spend

dollar by

dollai

thanks to past inumgration. both illegal and le
gal, 5.ulici Ica has a blossonung Latino entrepreneurial
5. nd ss het her the minutemen like it or not, it’s

class

mils going to get bigger
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Write letters to the editor and submit Sparta
iuide information online. Visit our Web site
at wo a thespartandaily.com. You may

also

submit irdOrmation in writing to pHil 209.
Sparta Guide is pros ided

free

of charge to students. faculty and staff members. The deadline

for

entries is noon three oorking (lays before the desired publication date. Space restrictions may

of submissions.

require editing

Entries are printed in the order in o hick they are received.
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And on about
nothing
I ’cop’e can laugh all the) want about Bush’s pumur
grammar and hick -like ways, but there’s one thing
sou can’t deny - lie makes a stand on something
and sticks to it. whether sou like his stand
of not
I litid.ight is cults as 211 20 and mastic
this ss,it in Iraq hasn’t gone as ssell as iie all
is,ould has,: liked it But shall we compare.
to
the I s 1 Vpartment tI
\
1 /dense \Vetv site, there lime been 2,125
military deaths during I /peration Iraqi
lreedont from \ larch 119, 200...4 through
5.111 I. 2006
Its s , armament. the t, 4,111111111N: f 01
DURKIN
allies dining the Vietnam conflict was listed
:it 35.2119
!Akins: look twitter. the 1..5 I ’Oil War Societ ’s
\\ is site lists the 111111115CE of combat casualties dining
\\ 011,1 Wai II .1. 2512,1.11
Is lighten the emotional affect on the
ot arts 01 the 2, 125 soldiers who have died during Ills
nal. but that numbei 01 casualties pales in compat
son hi both \ ietnain and World War II
People sail talk .111 the) %s ant about the ridiculous
minima ol money that has been spent on thus %sm.
and I %%MO Us 10 tICIC1)(1 all the M0114.5 ihal has been
spent, but look at one oh the results 01 the war
saddani 1111..ein has been taken out ot rimier
Iii 1111‘cl .11 "1150 ..,101 dank "’h.’ 111"1"
1111,1
has e been .111 p.m siant, but lentos ing Saddam Irom
pins el is a good thing. That can’t he denied Ile’s a
man is hose accused and on tnal tor killing thousands

ututslc

oquentls and babbling on
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I hal
,ue-lI> Whin II IS I /cinocrais are awesome
%%billets I hes ’ie award-no:ming whiners If there
.111 slu l.11011 tor the "1 Mice of Whining" there’s
no doubt thug’s! n in that election
But that’s all the) can (1,1 .knil that’s the least III c
have a Republican in ’Alice
Take a look back at our last election. I hiring the
debates. John Kerr) did a great job ml speaking el
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Himont) I in constantly in the piesciice
people who lose to spout oll on Melt :mu
Republican rages belies me that es cis hod>
in the world agrees se ith them
tike is hat was is i Mem in 1 ticsda>
Spartan 1 /ails in a column Is, 1 iii
CakilIcto
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NEWS

Former PBS correspondent
to speak on the credibility of news
By April Maramag
DAILY ’,1A11 WRI1ER

Should Americ:ins trust the news will be the topic
01 a lecture by a long time lesss personaht) during the
2006 Don Edwards l....ecture
"Can You Trust the Neu s" is ill feature guest speaker Terence South. a former senior producer and media correspondent for the PBS NewsHour with Jim
Lehrer
"lie is going to be talking about the credibility of news media in this day and age," said Terry
Christensen, a political science professor
According to the NewsHour Web Site. Small’s resume includes being a print reporter 1,1 the Neu ork
’limes and winning two linuny awards It its work on
’Its ’s 48 Houts
\ a media correspondent for Neu .1 lour his job
u.is anal) zing the media,- Christensen said.
I he event will include a lectute from Smith follimed by a con, ersation between Smith and Phil
Trounstine. 51St alumnus and filmier editor it the
Spartan Daily
Along with guest speakers, Dim I .1w:in’s tt ill attend We es cut !Awards represente, I san lose tor
;2 ,.;ils :IS :I congressman In the !
111,11se

Representatives. According to the SJSU political science Web site, the Edwards Lecture, launched in 1995.
supports lectures from prominent individuals of historical and political importance.
"Previous speakers include the lion. Don Edwards,
Hon. Norman 1’ Mmeta, Senator Barbara Boxer, I’.S.
Representative Zoe Lorgren, Erin Brockovich, Mervin
Field and Hon. Leon Panetta," according to the political science Web site
"This is a huge issue for so many people right
now," said sophomore nursing major Alvin Asarias.
"With the war in Iraq and so many sides of a story, it’s
important to talk about what is true in the news."
Some students mentioned that It is important to
be critical of news outlets that are corporately controlled
"There is just so much control with the media and
the go) eminent and what gets aired to the public,"
said senior business marketing major Susanna Chung.
"I feel like there’s no wa) anybody could know the
truth, so I think this lecture would be important "
Along. ,, ith the departments on campus, the event
will also be sponsored lb) the Institute for Social
Responsibilit) and the Commonwealth Club of
Califtwnia
The lecture will take 1,1,1, e at 7 p.m in the Barrett
Ballroom in the Student I no In
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died,
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-For about the first in minutes it was chaotic
ilall(11rn Ilk ale it tills is mg one , hansniatic leader
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- April 1, in
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By The Associated Press
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Antonia
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"Day Without An
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dinator with Casa Aztlan, a
people who help illegal imImmigrant" campaign calls on
Hispanic activist group in
migrants.
stay
to
home
from
work,
inunigrants
Chicago.
The bill provoked a
school and refrain from buying
Chicago served as an
groundswell of anger among
example two weeks latillegal inuoigrants and their
American products. Plans also being
er, about 500,000 protested
advocates. But while many
coordinated with groups in Mexico.
in Los Angeles.
groups held small protests
By then, the Catholic
in January, except for the
Church and the Senice
Catholic Church’s "Justice
Employees
International
for Immigrants" campaign
were flexing their organizing muscle.
most ernirts had no overarching vision.
Hundreds of 5E11’ members have helped control
That led a handful of civil rights groups in Southern
crowds at California rallies. Ahead of Monda) ’s march
California to cons cue a hastily arranged one -day na
in Phoenix, the union’s Washington. D.0 headquar
tional summit in His erside on Feb II
Hundreds of e mails between groups foreshadowed ters received a call It,nn organizers who Were ’biking
a potentially contentious meeting in which disparate trouble getting a penult because of insurance issues.
"So we called an wind We round a rxilicy. We wrote
groups might insist on their own agendas.
About 500 people from unions, civil nghts groups a check," said Ben Boyd, a union spokesman.
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OPERA - SJSU received a grant to bring in performers
continued from page 1
Web site he conipany tries to pros isle theater ac
cess is. people or all ages and ethrwities bs playing
at a wide i anety 01 s cusses including se111,1
malls and pails.
The produk iimis ale .111 multicultural stories perbinned on a glass loots les el. at cording to the Opera
Piccola Web site I hey aie know n lot being pioneers
ill "I tisi0n. opera. or %% mks that combine jazz and
multi,
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11121..111Ne ihue
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cause tie has c such a huge \ fiddle 1 -astern s kIIIHMI
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alsoillisls like it is ill addles, a multitude 01 social
peak,

I hese issues make the pla) eas) to relate to,
Wood said
"I think students will enjoy this play because it
ad,liesses
iliat are um, eisal." Wixid said
"11, en though it inas not seem like it at first, )ou
realize that a sic..1 ss LW-, in the play is comparable
I,,)
out) hic -\ I ii. t Its unman: sistitmes and dances may intei est simie students. k "oils:11d
I ills iii ing the pelt, mikince is-ill be a discussion
led li) 0ne of the cast members. Wood said
" Vie hope people is ill stay afterwards to respond
Is’ is hat the \ sass and en e then reactions.- Wood
sant
"Slichelle know
giaduate student sills, %%mks
iv utli Nlosiiic. said she thinks plays like this are im
prwtsint to has V i ii ,1111pIIs. she said
st long support...1,d the importance of learning ,misidt. ol the lassroom.- Jerkin said "Plays
the this help get snulenis int olt eel and enc:ourage
I lie sclu_lst_it ’is oi clii eisii> sin Campus "
This c% cm is lieu anti open tsl all students It %sill
be held in the 1 11,21 neenng Building. room 159
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possesslittl
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was arrested at the Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. Joint

Center for Literary Arts
College of Humanities and the Arts

James D. Houston
Novelist and nonfiction writer
2006 Lurie Distinguished Chair in Creative
Writing at SJSU
7:30 p.m., Thursday, April 13, 2006
Reading and book signing
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library (co-sponsor of
this event), 4th & San Fernando, San Jose, 2nd
Floor Meeting Rooms 225-229. Free admission.
12:00 noon, Thursday, April 13, 2006
Conversation followed by public Q&A
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library (co-sponsor of
this event), 4th & San Fernando, San Jose, 2nd
Floor Meeting Rooms 225-229. Free admission.
2:45 p.m., April 25, 2006
A Visit to Mt. Pleasant High School
1750 So. White Road, San Jose
Open to the public; free admission.
For more information on Center for Literary Arts events, please call
(408)924 4600 or visit our website at www.litart.org.
All CLA events are wheelchair accessible.
The programs of the Center for Literary Arts are made possible in
part by funding from the Patrons of the College of Humanities and
the Arts at SJSU and by grants from the City of San Jose, Arts
Council Silicon Valley, and Applied Materials. The (LA thanks Citti’s
Florist, Hijinx Comics, the Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Library,
Fairmont Hotel San Jose, MACLA, MOSAIC, Poetry Center San Jose,
the Associated Students and the Student Union, Inc. of SJSU for
sponsoring events.
James D. Houston’s books available at

Spartan Bookstore

www.spartanbookstore.com

MAJOR AUTHOR

(.0itiplieel by 1-1 ii, Keiluli ( 11111
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SPARTAN DAILY

Spreading Smiles Across Campus

NO Monthly Fee
Checking Accounts!

NO Minimum Balance
Checking Accounts!

Only $50 Minimum
Required in Savings Account!

Access to Over 25,000
Surcharge -Free ATMs!

Discount tickets to parks
and AMC Theatres!

FREE 24/7 Online
Access to your Account!

LOW RATE Auto Loans
and VISA Credit Cards!

Across the street from
San Jose State!

J0s4,,
Gara
St.
ourt

Credit Union
... putting a smile on one student at a time
All San Jose State University Students, Faculty, and Staff are eligible to join!
VISIT OUR NEW DOWNTOWN BRANCH!

APRIL
itSPARTAN
SPECIAL
Open a Checking Account
with NO MONTHLY FEES
and order an
SJCU Debit Card at NO COST!*
With your SJCU Debit Card, you have
access to over 25,000 surcharge -free
CO-OP ATMs nationwide
including 5,300 7 -Eleven ATMs!

Located steps away from MLK Jr. Library

MLK Jr. Library

,

Main Branch:
140 Asbury St.
San Jose, CA 95110

88 S. 4th Street
Suite 120

City
Hall

open 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Monday - Friday
Santa Cku

4, the its ol 53,1 Jose is elioible to loin Sr
I veryone who lives, works, worships or attends
Jose Credit Union. A 550 minimum Savings deposit and halano, i required to open a membership.
Open an SlCU Checking Account (minimum $50 deposit OIL or to one: VOW VISA Debit Card.
SJCU VISA Dehit ;
waived through April.

NCUA
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40111ti.
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dry=-

visit us @ www.sjcu.org
(408) 294-8800

Your sovings is trylet,i,.
National Credit Um

Downtown Branch:
88 S. 4th St., Ste. 120
San Jose, CA 95112
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Senior defender takes her passion for the game and finds a perfect fit
on Spartan women’s water polo team

By Andrew Torrez
DAILY

STAFF WRITER

W hen Katie S It gall first stepped
out. the San Jose state I ins ersit
t amok as a seinoi in high school.
she knvn she had I.
the right

.11.1111
1/1 attend SJSI
hecause If the n ide iiitet of courses
.if feted oiIii sail i se’s don -filmy!’
trCil

It Oils lit. sillt11 /I’s 5% iller IX/It1

that made her stay
"I came here and had so much
Ittii," lorgan said about the recruit
ing nip she took to S.IS1 "I loved
the team
ithin se,iniLls. I just
knets I %%A1111110./1111: !WIC I liked I AM
IuilI I and I liked et erything about
the wain
majoring III bleiln% /I
111:10s mat kviing. S lorgan is mustang
her fourth and linal season on the
spanan 5101111:11., %%MCI 11010 Wain
lotgan has 2-1 gi Os during the 2111 N.
season, making Iwi si xiIi 111 lime in
11- His
scoring at sist
’ I aluays 1%:11111.’d I. 111,i,\ t.41111:12
111I12:111 ’,Md.

1%/111.11/11111.-

IX:Call/WI

I hat e ;doily s 105 ed stater pi do "
IN1,1011 for the spirt
SIO1g311
tt hen she st as a chili! .St the
ageii eight. she used to watch her
oldet ’nun play and she oould join
them in practues to learn the basic
I tribLink.titals ol the game
"I didn’t id u lot of stuff." Morgan
said "Bin 1 leatind nue I didn’t
pla [’win
until I nas like
loot II
55 hile ant -titling I ’arontklet [loth
ilt N11
11111.0111. Morgan played
I aisity %viten polo for lour
.2itc, she 551. named (lie
most uiii.ulilt ,Loci and made the
s list by the
I’ll lit, Pup
01111,1

I

1111k N

igi) a)

st.

NEAL WATERS r DAILY SENIOR STAFF

Katie Morgan, a defender on the San Jose State University women’s water polo team, ranks sixth in all-time scoring at SJSU with 117 goals.
55 heiu Nforgan lust junned the
Spattan team in 21)04, coach ’1 tub
said that tlw team n :isn’t able to oilet
het a mitt /laiship 5,1 ST. utiz.iui Joined
as a n ilkon
Thew nuns 51.0. (11 11111C1 11111 eat
plaers 011111e NI):111:111S1111ild III 211(13.

FREE!!

iaP

MID

EASTER SUNDAY BREAKFAST
Sunda’,, April 16th 9::30am

At Grace Baptist Church
Corner of 10th V. San Fernando

ts huh is why Morgan didn’t receive
a scholarship mud alter her freshman
year.’lully said
With ( college ) spons."Tully said,
’et cry year is a juggling act when it
vomes to inoney We just couldn’t
got. her any scholaiship mime) at

the lune ’Ihen: wasn’t enough to
gut e to each player
I ully said that based on Nlorgan’s
pi:dolman, t at Catondelet I ugh
SI. Ii
iiand on the I hakland Water
Polo Club, he o as pleased that
Nlingan decided to join the Sixmans

4 1 am a crazy person in the water. I am
C

very aggressive, like, I want the ball
and I am going for it and get it. Out of
the water I am more bubbly and outgoing. I am
completely different."
Ka,

Morgan, SJSU drifondor

For Information Call: 408-..1’07, 20V,
(yes, it’s walk. F RE f ’two!,

So, vou wanna win

an iPod nano?!

s Jump into a new job today!
Professional, technical, administrative, light
industrial, and healthcare jobs in part-time
and full-time positions. Excellent benefits.
Free training. No fees. Call us today!

www.malh.sisu.edu/-mathclub
333 W El Camino Real Suite 150
Sunnyvale 94087 -- 408 749 1800

Manpower

"I had seen her play," Tully
I felt she could be a goixl player She
Vtati a good athlete and I thought she
just needed to be around sonic high
level play I thought she wr add impose and she did She did a great job
her first year"
Nlorgan said that her fteshman
year was oventhelnung and that not
receiving a scholarship didift nun
her mindset while play ing
"I just came out and played,"
Nlorgan said. "1 pist practiced hard
and tned my best 1 line to play, so I
worked im ass till he first da!, we
did swiin sets. I made maybe one. I
went home and cried."
Nlorgan said that while she is in
the pool. she trues to play as hanl as
she can ( ’Mahe KnssyI Lunen, who
joined the Simians in 2003 with
Morgan. said that Morgan is a very
intense player
"W hen Katie Morgan is around,"
I lansell said. "everyone will know it.
But she is (also) the comedic rebel
on the mull I am glad she is on our
team and not another team"
Beth liar-bens, a 2 -meter player
that has played with Morgan lin four
years. said Morgan is the team’s "golii phier "
"She is definitely an athlete,"
1 larhens said. "She does what needs
to he done to win a game."
Nlorgan said she is a different person while playing water polo than

when she Is outside of the pool
"I ama crazy person in the water :Morgan said "I am very aggressive.
like, I want the hall and I am going to
go for it and get it ( hut of the water I
am 11)1/Fe tnuhhl alld outgoing. I am
completely tlifferent "
Althinigh Min gan plays the defender pr ’,ilium, she has recorded 25
tumult -goal games in her carver In
2005, she scored -44’, goals, which is
the seventh most goals scored by- a
Spartan during a season in team history
"Slw is a really good defender said Rachel Rhodes, another play in
that started at SFS( with Morgan in
2003 "She is also a olkasive threat.
Some players are just defense or oflease Katie is both."
Morgan said she tries to concentrate twin: on improving her game
and being a team player
"Ineryone out there contnbutes,"
Morgan said. "I don’t think about
how many pi:11,1,one. I just go out
to 0 ru 12% el) pink’ \ Itei every game
I think I played thimble. I always
think of things I could have done better"
After she graduates this May.
Morgan said she hopes to play %%a ter pito with a club team She said
she has thought about coaching, but
doesn’t think she could handle it
"I think I or nth] get too excited,"
she said "I nintld see something
happen and I %%mild o ant to pimp
into the ixiol "
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Our uphill/1V wrap is just one of our fresh. healthy North Indian dishes.
You’ll also lore our flavorfid selection of tantalizing curly plates.
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Looking to solve the ’problems’ in the art of bouldering
By Erin Hull

Santos said "In the go in, eerthing’s
mapped out irs (111lb:tilt)
ou knims
pretty much e \
%viler(’ ootc start, soil
knou e \
1 ii heie tuii’re going to end,
and in that u,to it’s ttitall different from
0111(100i it lttlthlulgl
111,1101 the language boulderers use
van sound intimidating, lialoaro said,
the lingo simply refers to body positions
on the ((MI
" \ lanteling. is soil of doing an odd
miii out ol
1"I‘h ’IP
If Oct11 "cic 10
a s%11111111112 1)001 is itlimit using the ladder. that (\tint(’ be similar to a ’mantel.’"
lialoato
I so 110 Is 41011 or
mum mt.\ (Amin.’ and ciii tit( es lumping
from one hold to the tithe’
’I %%as telt died. espei. tally is hen I got
reillo high. it ata .10inali, a mass COM11111111, Al It
gh1d11.11e 011dt:111. said -lint
’)011 gel Ilsed 10
on 110 ’call) ( cud
’noses that 1111 110 el 11101,12111 1,11 could
110
"11’S
Jamali said "You
meet a lot of people and thew’s tcti com
petition "
I.ee desciibes bouldering as calhar-

DAILY STAFF WRITER
As torrential rain pelted the sidewalk
of Pasco de San Antonio Iii it
March. water-logged students and work weary graduates ducked into the shelter of San Jose’s -Fouchstone Climbing
(iym. Just blocks from the San Jose State
University campus, the gym pros ides
not only protection front the weather but
a unique at Wet it experience In the gym.
people of :ill ages and sues peel off their
sweatshirts and jackets. strap on theu
rubber soled shoes and prepare to c\el
else kith their bodies and mu id’
San Jose’s Touchstone I lunbing
in, one of si \g its in the touchstone
chain. offers people of all .uses iind Mutt
ties the chance to challenge themseli es
iii iht’ little -knot% n sport of bouldemg
I Ike n.1(1111.11,11 u all climbin. bout
(IC Flit! I Ili Oil e, the 11105 Mein 01 (Me
NUJ) I tom one area to another. Mill/

Nob,

Jr-

’eV

-41Pr

Mg %Pe, Me marked !mirk along the ,1
While traditional uall climber, scale
long tomes, bouldeteis u( tills tope lice
on Amite’ "problems.- isu,iIIs up to the
height 01 about 15 to .23tci

gg 1 like it because it’s

c, B

ouldering
doesn’t
feel
like a workout.
I feel like a monkey, being
able to play around and be
set free."
Felicia

Gonzalez,

a good mixture of
mental challenge
and physical. There’s a start
and there’s a clear end."

Ay’

Kristina

graduate

’s a /i.,01.1 mixture
tic
like
of menial u hallenge and llIt swat." 1.ce
said "I licit- s 0 start and thew’s 0 clear

student
"Boulduling doesn’t feel like a work
out.- said I (dicta t ton/alei, a marketing COnninin11.111011, inana2ement grades, aped the St
uate student
iii lot a lett houu . of
Patrick’s I i,t
i feel like a monke. being
bouldermg
able to plao mound and be set lice
iii some. bouldering tillers "’lecithins e
"5 tin can 12C1
mind till things."
said Melissa lida. an animal sets Wes 01111.1:1 101 111C CO Of San Jose "1 ou’re
pretty much forced to locus on thing,
other than is hat’s going on in )(nu file
It’s a great sues. this it
%%Ai tliiiiliuiie. bouldering
lequires little equipment and can be lit
into a hike through the woods ti an alteinoon dou hulls ii
"I like bouldeling inure (than rope
climbing).- De Sn/a i ’ollege minor Jim
Santos said. "Theie’s less prep isoik involved
on petty limb rust put your
shoes on, chalk up and tape up if ou
need to, and go 1 itt don’t has c to set up
a top -rope or omitting like that "
(Inuits til ellort could be heard user
the go
ambient music as santos threw
himself up to the nest lord
Just beyond the all !sawos sits sear
mg. Kristina I .ve dis,i1sVIC11111.0 .1 1/1011lein she had been iii ii k is till 1 ’’hilt i
eel: had recentl been Liken dots it
’It’s gone. Ws gone’. said Lee, an
alclutectural designer "It’s been probably about ltso weeks since Vie been
here, and there is as a problem over there
that Use been lighting ever since it 5% ent
up and I noel finished it And now is
Stifle, so I ean’t him!’ ii
fiec.inse the p iti rotates the climb
ing holds. problems :ire always being re
placed

Lee, an architectural

designer

KEVIN WHITE /DAILY SENIOR STAFF

Doug Munsch, a student at Santa Clara University, scales one
Street on April 5.
addwiing.- lida said "You’re
constant] ehalleneed and the walls are
ahva)s .:lianging.
encountering problems Mai Oiiii line lit not base
seen iii epelienced the ti eck beltire
\h,uco 01 thuu
in the 1 miclisione
Climbing I to in au: simply tiaining tor
the outdoin bouldertne season, where
ph..., like I’astle Rock
they
head

State Park in I

of the

walls at the Touchstone Climbing Gym on

It,

{0.4:42 lid

Mai

SandSIOne

’This tone id s,,ii it generally easier
ol the is emit, I. to. limb indoors
climbing icistoitlici \ it I ialtioiti said
III 1.in gi% c tine
lioultle I 1112 Ill 0
a taste it the natinu -I it k limiting.
Haloituo salt’ lint. In -mil, I he geiwial
it ill C
til hiking a load tiip

South

First
%seek

and
ililleient
than sa) getting a luni. hinny L. iiinhing
It the g% ni
prelei the
luitt e%
’sow,
55 tit 101 its eisatilit)
"I ’tattoo’s. 5on (an this e itu ko unit
Ines. Iiike 1.’1 litoi IS minutes, anti lund
past a couple it pitiblems hely and there.’,M00% hele. (oll111111g 0111 lol .1

For past Spartan sports stories and photos
check out www.thespartandaily.conn

end AMA istiuk. it’s ince to Wine to a
place is heit. ),11 lan 11,tnin: 0111 a problem ss it Ic a u to lb
teat ctimmunM
.kitlititigh the men at the go to uisiu,ilIo
outnumber the %%omen, lida salt’ that she
Ii not discourage(’
-I like the challenge of being able to
do something that gm. take till too,"
lida said "II I cmi do something that
gm, lime a haid time doing it’s kind
ol nice
lietund the tall plate glass is intim( s,
passe rho stopped ant’ staled in at the
’,mildew’s An inionnainni,d postel on
the ( indou. entitled, "55 hat \ le I Iwo
)(mug ’ attempts to c \plain Ihis unusual
sport
’It’s not as traditional as sm footthing
ball or basketball 01 ,h he, ei Oh
like that, butt I still consult.’ II a sport,"
Italoaro said "Though. It doesn’t really
Laity that sense 01 competition that some
odic’ spoils do the maimm ol the time
tin’ le participating lust lot
outsell.
and o tulle tittI competinil .wainst :tour
sell "
1 hough mam ale intimidated to Iro
the sport. lialoaro said, lieu comers are
atm, 105 55 elcome
’XXe encourage e% t’ro one to just come
uro it, regattlless til %% heater it’s their
hist time oil it
e taken a break aml
6th, mit, said ’ I he
the ’re coming ruck
shill here as %% ell as the maim
ol the
member base has c 0 1401 ,11011g
,I011 It /1. h011ider11112 011ti 011, so III pretty
ninth lot uses on it ing to Suit’ and share
that passion. -

This
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foal ne on I
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FedEx
Stumps
Office Supplies
Faxing Service
Laminating
Greeting Cards
Binding
Internet Access
UPS /

Shipping

Packing Supplies
Notary
Mailbox Rental
B/W Copies
Color Copies
Passport Photos
Key Cutting
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’Pr&/ter,.
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1

Pot

12:10’
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In, Some ’condo!,

Stares

WI’

2:01)

i :4;

I i

April 19th

ri:011 - 11:1)1)

In ,d,

I 2:111’ 1:311

lii,I
I,10.11:1.111Ii.
,Ltflimes

1:10 - 6:00
Agt

Syse/

mtlivtcluoll owned A spec01ed.

Tuesday April
2:10

9:00 - 2:00

18th

Pone, 1)1.4

Tues. ’Wed. April 18 - 19

H.

1..i. 11,1.1. I Jiro ’I I i

Thursday April 211th
10:00 - 1:00

April 13 (Holy Thursday)

5 30 PM

Mass of the Lord’s Supper

12 10 PM

The Lord’s Passion

April 15 (Holy SaturdaY1

8 00 PM

Easter Vigil

Aptli 16 i Easter Sunday)

1200 PM

Mass

viw14.gemilies.toni sj,iismarlprujcid i

’Personal confession available after daily Mass during Holy Weel.

Chapel located at 3005. 101h Street
(corner ol 10th 8, Sari Carlos Streets next to Hobert’s Bookstore)
Websde www.sfsuccm.org
Phone (406) 933-1610

\
kir nwar.

Mass
Mass

April 14 (Good Friday)

3:00

I 2: III

12 00 PM
700 PM

\

,00..rdt. 0.

’16

April 9 (Palm Sunday)
Zs 4,

Wednesday

Monday April It’ll’

Located on 4th St. & E. San Carlos St. -,r,r7siv
123 E. Son Carlos Si, San Jose, (A 95112
Ix: 408 975-0958
Ph: 408 975 0893
Store Hours: MI 930-6:30, Sat 11:00-4:00

t
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Harrison back on Spartan softball team’s pitching rotation
By Greg Lydon

MO

DAILY STAFF WRITER
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" \\ e 151111’t have to worry about ofil hilt
inns to use," said lizabentering InI I
\\ e’ll have fresh arms, whoever
can help It. ttIn. I’ll use."
1.0% is [niched a complete game shutout.
allon mg only one hit in game one of the
three game series against Tech
’otidne is the constant in our rotation

Western Athletic Conference
Softball Standings
;rwersity oi HaWdl
First place
WAC. 7-1
Overall. 23-14

11111

gg We won’t have
to
worry
about only
having two tired arms to
use. We’ll have fresh arms,
whoever can help us win, I’ll
use."

-It \\ reall good to see Kelly back."
said scoria nisi basemen Ii Ill. 1
Harrison rettitin:c1 to action this \kirk
end 1 10111 .1 shoulder 1111111k, making rp
peat-am:es in game5 ttco and three or the.
series I lattison last sat\ action on \ latch
II against the I iii, visit 01 lima in the
National soltball Iii’ national 1 oinnament,
hosted Its Si

ut it felt good
to get that first
strikeout and be
out there again."
frBee

Kelly

Harrison. SJSU pitcher
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he able to help nis leant this it eekend
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games ailainst I oilman.’ kali I int c rims
this cc eckend at s.I sl I ield
"IIll Mom III I peicent right notc."
Ilan ison said "lint ii tilt good II) get that
first strikeout and be out there again

2(106 WA(

Tyre

SJSU softball coach
wrix,r P

2.41..1(.1«% 411egs-Nxte.,Mxte

Spartan pitcher Kelly Harrison winds up for a pitch during the settilid game of a
doubleheader against Louisiana Tech University on Friday.
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Chavez’s two homers not enough to fend off Twins
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Did you capture a moment?
The Spartan Daily wants your photos! Send your snap shots of campus life to:
spartandailyphoto@gmail.com
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There are 469,000 listings on
Google that say: "M FA is the
new MBA."
We couldn’t agree more. Take
the next step towards a career
in art and design. Learn the
visual language that runs all
information through commerce
and culture.
"People with advanced degrees
can earn two to three times as
much over their lifetimes as
those without advanced degrees, increasing their average
total earnings by as much as
two million dollars!"
Money Magazine
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Excellent Loofa
(408) 291-0921

ACADEMY ofART UNIVERSITY
FOUNDED IN SAN FRANCISCO 1929
BY ARTISTS FOR ARTISTS

1.800.544.ARTS/WWW.ACADEMYART.EDU
PROGRAM STARTS SUMMER, FALL, OR SPRING SEMESTERS
79 New Montgomery St, San Francisco, CA 94105
of our graduates are working in the art and design industg
Nationally accredited by ACICS,NASAD,(.ouncil for Interior Design Accreditatiu
(formerly FIDER)(BFMAD), NAAR ’Candidate Status IM -ARCH)
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San Jose State University sports in news in brief
DAILY STAFF REPORT
Athletics
Fifteen San Jose State University winter student -athletes earned Western Athletic
( ’onference All -Academic honors.

A

*oars’

II

ROUNDUP ,M

11) receive the honor, a student -athlete
must maintain at least a 3.0 cumulative grade
point average and compete in 50 percent of
the team’s games during the season.
2(XI6

WA( ’Academic All -WA( ’ Winter
Sports
Men’s Basketball
Tyree Gardner, senior, 3.03,
sociology
Kenny Smith. senior, 3.36,
radio,telev

sixth out of 15 teams at the Peg Barnard
California Collegiate tournament on Sunday
at the Stanford Golf ( ’ourse.
The team scored a 608 after 36 holes on
the par 71 course.
Spartan golfers Sirapa Kasentsainran and
Enca Moston led the team individuall). by
placing in the top-15 in the 8I -player held.
Kasemsanuan placed Kr, scoring a ’3-7S148. Morton tied Ibr 13th place with a 74"5.149
The Spartans will return to action by host
ing the WA(’ Championship on April 24

Women’s (iynulastics
Leah Bigelow. sophomore 3.75, journalism
Tracie Kavalec. senior, 3.15.
child development
Amberly Klein, senior, 3.14.
criminal justice
Adriane Mertens, senior, 3.72, English
Michelle Nlinotti. sophomore, 3.27.
undeclared
Women’s Swinuning
Allison Adams. senior. 3.51,
recreation
Amanda ( ’arr, junior. 3 39.
history
Stephanie ( ’aner, graduate student, 4.0,
education counseling
I.isa ( ’ovey. senior. 3.38,
mathematics
Nicole Green, senior. 3.39,
business
Melissa ’Avail, junior, 3.81,
kinesiology
Ksenija Poljak, junior, 341,
kinesiology

Women’s Basketball
Brittany Morris, junior, 3.09.
public relations

Final 36-hole results from the Peg Haman!

( ’alifornia Collegiate women’s golf tournament
Tham scores
I *niversity of Southern ( ’all tomtit 588
2. California 59i)
3. Stanford l’iliversit 595
4. Ohio State I ’nit ersio, 601
606
5. Washington State I

The SJSI

women’s golf team placed

season
The Spartans will next face I ( ’Davis in a
dual meet competition at 2 p m. on Friday at
the I.os Gatos Swim and Racquet Club

Individual leaders
I. Irene Cho, (’SC 70-67-137
2_ Jessica Potter, 1 ’SF 72-71-143
3. Stifle Andersson, (
’73-71-144
4. Sophie Sheridan, ( ’al -3-72-145
146
5. l)ana Jr. Ohio State 71
5 Jenna Seki Stanford -4 -2 146

Results from Thursday’s match in Moraga

SJSI.’ scores
10 Sirapa Kasentsantran 13 -5 148
13 lirica Moston 74-75-149
38. ( annina ( ’tile "481 155
42. Lindsey Marino -8 -8 156
63. Nina Rodriguet -9 KS 162

), K .1
Ilattisabit
.3 ( )rdo% eta Young S\1( ’1 del Ilanns
Koenigleld ISJSI ’), 8-3

CAMPUS JOB FOR FALL 2006!
SPARTAN DAILY DELIVERY POSITION Student needed
6 30am-8 30am Monday thru Thursday. on school days to deliver
the Spartan Daily to campus newsstands Must be dependable
with current CDL & clean DMV to pass campus driving course
requirement Energetic & able to lift bundles of papers Living on
or near campus is a plus Two openings’ Apply Spartan Daily
Window Dwight Bentel Hall Rm 209 1 00pm to 3 30pm Mon.
Fri Training will be completed before end of Spring Semester
DELIVERY DRIVERS Party rental business Perfect for students
Earn up to $250 every weekend Must have reliable truck Heavy
lifting is required Call 408 292-7876
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY PLUS seeking Infant,
Toddler & Preschool Teachers & Aides Fr T & Pi T positions
available Substitute positions are also avail that offer flexible hrs
ECE units are req d for teacher positions but not req’d for Aide
positions Excellent opportunity for Child Development majors
Please call Cathy for an interview @ 244-1968 X16 or fax res
to 248-7433
DAYCARE TEACHERS. K-8th school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare P: T afternoons No ECE units
req’d Previous childcare cop a must Please call 248-2464
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS! Local valet company needs
enthusiastic & energetic team players to work at nearby malls.
hospitals private events & country clubs FT/PT avail We will
work around your school schedule Must have clean DMV and
be able to drive manual transmission vehicles Lots of fun & earn
good money Call (408) 593-4332 or 14081 867-7275

now

hiring

FT and PT

House

Painters

SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or services advertised above
nor is there any guarantee implied The classified columns of
the Spartan Deily consist of paid advertising and offering are
approved or verified by the newspaper

Managers
No cop nec
Training Provided
South Bay Areas
Exterior-Residential
18yrs olds.
$8 50411 00/ hr
Contact studentpainters net@hotmail com

4/12/06

OPPORTUNITIES

GET YOUR TAXES DONE TODAY

SLJDOKU
Difficulty: I (of 5)
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Dist by United Feature Syndicate Inc

PREVIOUS SOLUTION

HOW TO PLAY

Each row must contain
me numbers 1 to 9

each column must contain the numbers 1 to
9, and each set of 3 by
3 boxes must contain
the numbers 1 to 9

PAGESINCOLOR.COM
Fair Trade Crafts / Sweatshop Free Apparel
Handbags $10 & up 888 E Santa Clara SJ Call for open hours
(408)924-0848

9 34 2
7 8 . 1 5
5 6 2 3
1 9 . 3 8
4 7 , 5 6
8 2 6 4
2 5 8 9
3 4 7 1
6 1 9 7

8 6 7
-- ,
49
3
.
7 4
7 2 5
9 1 8
3 5 9
6 3 1
-- - 2 8 6
5 4 2

1 5
26
.
9

8

. 6

4

. 3 2
7 1
47
5 9
, 8 3

NEED SOME EXTRA MONEY?
Need responsible, non-smoking women age 20-32 to be egg
donors Compensation $5,500v info@babyproductionsinc corn
or call (408)460-9431

WANTED
&SPERM DONORS NEEDEDII Up to $900/month Healthy MEN
in college or we a college degree, wanted for our anonymous
sperm donor program Help people realize their dreams of
starting a family
APPLY ONLINE
www cryobankdonors corn

TODAY’S
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1
6
10
14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
24
26
27
28
30
33
34
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
48
52
55
56
57
58
60
61
62
63
64
65

ACROSS
Coal deposits
Faculty mem
Noisy birds
Jeweler’s measure
Den or burrow
Tub in the lodge
Castle that danced
Squashed circle
Type of bean
Atlas abbr
Competitor on
’American Idol’
Shower rack item

Primps

Blight victim
Nutritious grain
No rocket scientist
Dracula’s title
Meditation practice
Delhi nursemaid
Hired thugs
Region
Insect
Cows’ bellows
Vacuum tube
Finds a buyer
Earn
Make an earnest
plea
Most sacred
Trunk
Military ackft.
Oodles (2 wds
Ibsen heroine
Traveler’s suitcase
Show enthusiasm
Garden dweller
Heartbeat"
(Amy Grant tune)
It has rings
The - the limit’
Classroom fixtures

DOWN

1 Thumbs through
2 Poop ed planet
3 Hippodrome

:,

CLASSIFIED AD KATE INFORNIATF
Each hue averages 23 spaces. Fad, !elle’, number, ptinottnition ntark, and space is for
1111" .111 nil litre, lite first
line will be set iti bokl type and upper 0.116 for no eatia charge up to 20 spaces. A minnow. .4 three lines is required.
I >radline is I 0:00ANI, 2 weekdays prior to publication.
TIIR.EE LINE CLASSIFIED AD.
2
3
1
116.00
$9.00
$12.00
$15.00
I

3 /NSE1 :UTNE 11.1rti WEIN .11.1. .310, .31< PIELP.111). !// kERINDS /!1 E :ANI:61.11.1/
.m4411, ’mu. 338131,8 3.1AN- BE DE Ell/ .3r .4 t 311.38108138111 xl. pE8 6A 8E11
EI(I/t4L’LN( X DISCOUNT.
40+ me Enevulne issues: 10... discount.

10am or 3pria.
kale applies to student’s individual atb only
Not intended Cur bminesses and/or other persons. Frequency discount does not apply.

(Ziestioin ’ 408-924-3277

the convenience

of a rredil
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APPEAPID WALDEN
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M.E.R E
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.
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REAP
ALLAY
DEPT
CAROB
A,E S OP
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G,E,Y SER
FORK
V ISA
GAIL IC
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IKOOL
CHOREI.
A,U,D. I
MLLE
T,U,L.S.A
E.T.R.E
DAME
SMEAR
SEES
Bo L .E

1.6.

S806

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
22
23
25
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

21306 Onderl

Game piece
Bell tower
Scrapbook item
Wander
Rubaiyat author
Highlighters
12 wds I
Illinois city
Skirt cut (hyph I
Oman neighbor
Rises rapidly
- de plume
v4hat Hamlet
smelled (2 wds )
Netting
Winter wear
Mongolian
invaders
Smidgen
Low -tat meat
Nitpick
Monk’s hood
Where lions
roar
Result

eakre sexficale 1

36
38
39
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
59

Once named
Beaux
Type of pasta
Timber
Pulled the wool
over someone s
eyes
Parlor piece
- - few
rounds
In reserve
Type of bear
Remove all
doubt
Cabbage units
Roof overhangs
Kind of plug
Actors trophies
Corner
Room service
item
- had it’

p mu
"
19
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ill
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adial
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ma
a
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as.. a
a
NM

il
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PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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$18.00
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GET THE JOB YOU WANT!
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SUNDAY CHILD CARE 1-2 his during worship Next to campus- Ali simple tax returns at a low rate of $70 only Please stop by
your neighborhood Jackson Hewitt Tax Service Office located at
St Paul s Lv msg@294 4564
the corner of 15th and Santa Clara St (408)293-1148
WANTED:BEFORE&AFTER-SCHOOLTEACHERSiLEADERS
This is a great opportunity for education 8 child studies majors NOTARY PUBLIC Downtown San Jose at 4th & St John 2 Blks
AM and PM shifts available Must have experience working with from campus 115 N 4th Street Suite #125 408-286-2060
children & have a minimum of 12 units in child related classes
Call Small World Schools ek 408 283-9200 X21 or fax res to 408
283-9201
illSI cholce of jObs when VOL1 graduate? Our
.
,
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT Camp Counselortolife Guards professional interview preparation has helped people gain
Program Instructors creative arts
rhythm 8 drama
nature
employment at companies like Google. NASA and BAE Systems
recreation and outdoor living skills needed for residential camping
I you want to ensure that you get your dream Job contact us at
program serving children and adults with disabilities Openings
nroeactivecornm net Only $49 99’
from June to mid-Aug If you are interested in a challenging arid
rewarding experience and want to make a difference come
join our team Visit www viaservices org or call (4081243-7861
1408)243-7861

8.316, Akt

iide 1

SERIOUS ENTREPRENEUR?
PROFESSIONAL EDITING For your paper or dissertation
Experienced Efficient Exact Familiar with APA & Chicago styles Discover a real home business Earn CEO level income in less
ESL is a specialty Graced/1831)252-1108 or Evagrace@aol corn than half the hours Call for info 650-240-0147 or visit www
provenincomeopportunity corn
or visit wanv gracenotesediting corn

I ’ANN:
Certain advertisements in these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone numbers or addresses for additional information. Classified readers should be reminded
that, when making these further contacts, they should require
complete information before sending money for goods or
services. In addition, readers should carefully investigate all
firms offering employment listings or coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

1

Production SMILE CHOICE DENTAL PLAN (includes cosmetic) $6900 TRAVEL AGENT PT: FT No cop Home biz Great travel benefits,
per year Save 30%-60% For info call 1-800-655-3225 or www Earn while you learn’ 12091962-0654 6312
studentdental corn or www goldenwestdental corn

and

SWIM TEACHERS! Year round program indoor pool Experience 2bd apartment with walk in closets Great for students
with children a must Teaching experience not required AM/PMr roommates’, Great Floor Plan, Washer & Dryers on prenosis
WE shifts available Email resume to sdavis@avac us
Parking available’, Only Si 050/ mo may work with you on the
deposit,’ 14081378-1409
NOW HIRING! If you are looking for a job , we can help!Register with
SpartaSystem (the Career Center s online career management HOUSING FOR YOU AT THE SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE’
tool) and access over 800 job listings on SpartaJOBS. the Career We offer ’Housing for American & International Students ’An
Center s official job and internship bank Its easy visit us at www intercultural experience with international students ’One semester
contract ’Computer lab, study room & student kitchen ’Wireless
careercenter spsu edu. sign in and search SpartaJOBS,
interne! access ’A safe. friendly & home -like environment ’Various
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY Security -All Hrs 247. PI FT cultural activities ’Parking (also, rented to non-residents) We
Possible Commute Recptionst Schduler-Eve PT (408)247- are currently accepting applications The International House is
4827
located fdi 360 So 11th Street If you are interested or have
ATTN: SJSU STUDENTS PART-TIME OPENINGS, $1500 further questions please call 924-6570
BASE.appt.l! Vector, the company for students, has part-time SPECTACULAR STUDIO SUITE Quiet Vict Style building Ft0131
openings available for Customer Sales/ Service The positions $875 w fireplace
offer numerous unique benefits for students
All newly renovated, Tall ceilings Lg walk-in closet, claw foot
"HIGH STARTING PAY
tubs, cozy kitchen, onsite laundry room Quiet secured entry
-FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Walk to Lt Rail & SJSU
"Internships Possible
Free DSL we 1 yr Lease
*All Majors May Apply
260N 3rd St 14081509-1750
"No Exp Necessary
SPANISH CASTLE Cozy w Fireplace Jr 1 Suites from $875 w
-Training Provided
Earn income & Gain Experience’ Watch for us on-campus $400 deposit subject to credit approval
throughout the semester, or CALL 866-1100. 9am5pm www. 1040-58 N 4th St/ Hedding Walk to Light Rail
Quiet location, secured entry. Large eat -in kitchen, tall ceilings w
workforstudents corn/ sittu
office or den area
LOS GATOS SWIM & RACQUET CLUB is currently accepting Free DSL
lyr lease
applications for positions in the following departments Front (408)509-1750295-4700
Desk, Fitness Staff Summer Camp. Childcare & Age -Group
Swim Coaches Applicants are to be outgoing, able to multi-task SPOTLESS 2 BD/IBA Prkng. laundry 2 blcks Sot SJSU $10001
& good customer service is a must PT-AM/ PM shifts available me No Pets 559-1356
For more info call (408) 356-2136 or Fax resume to (408) 358FOR SALE
2593
LG 1812, 2 BR & STUDIO 1050 S 12th St / Keyes
From $795 & $99 Dep Subject to credit approval Priv Park Area
Excellent Location, VValk to SJSU shuttle Free DSL wilyr lease
(408) 291-0921
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The SJSI %%omen’s tennis team’s match
against the I ’ins entity of San Francisco on
Tuesday was cancelled with no make-up
date scheduled.
on Thursday. Saint Maly ’s College
blanked the Spartans. 7-0, in a nonconlerence match in Moraga.
The match dropped SJSI to 10-8 on the

C LASSIFIEDS
EMPLOYMENT

SM(’ 7.5.151’ 0

Women’s tennis

(A IN
6. San Jose State l
7. CC Irx Inc (i12
8 1 ’niversity oil )ens er 614
9. ( )regon State 1 ’111 ersit 615
10 ( ’al State I Amg lieach 616
r
11 I ni versity of San liars

Women’s golf

12. I *niversity of I lawali 621
13 Portland State I ’rnversity 626
14. Fresno State 634
IS. Santa ( "[era I’niversity 639
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The Gamekillers OBITUARIES April 2006
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Eric Smith

Andre Massis
Fernando Nieves

Hanwey Shieh

Jon Fox

Zack Danielson

Bharat Kumar

(Arad Utsch
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.0S seeing had
;
,
.
mesomor ph,
tr. ,H r:
his abundant
him our of the
,trpi
Ii
his cool and
trrt-rnd of flirting
I me along.
by Zack’s
Heti tft, scene

with British accents, so all it took was a
single "pardon" to make his girl raise
an eyebrow toward this game killing
Redcoat. This prompted Bharat to get
riled by calling out the guy’s busted grill
ef yellowing bad teeth and comparing
the merits of baseball over cricket. The
British Accent Guy smiled and opened
his mouth only to offer small bits of nonconfrontational banter, allowing his
accent to seep into the girl’s brain like
a piece of brilliant propaganda. In the
the Brit would invade on Bharat’s
tt-trritory with ease, taking the girl, and
1,-..aving Bharat’s game strewn on the
r: tad as a piece of collateral damage.

indoor sunglasses. Drinks were bough,
for willing and unwilling recipients
alike with his family’s fortune, which he
shamelessly flaunted in the form of an
array of high status plastic. This caused
Jon to suddenly lose his cool and go
on the defensive by opening a tab of
his own. On his debit cord. After three
rounds, Jon’s account was maxed.
Shortly after he was dropped off alone
would Jon learn the hard way that a
woman’s affection should never be for
sale, and that many a man has gone
broke trying to prove otherwise.

MASSIS Andre, Sao Paulo, BR

SHIEH Hanwey, Los Angeles, CA

NIEVES Fernando, New York, NY
: ten digit exchange
as Br itney. but wa
,,,.:hacked by a classic Gamekiller,
Drama Queen. She ran into the
’tie rears streaming, and sobbed a
I./ pf having seen her ex from four
. irs ago. ’I, I. I just can’t be alone
right. Brit." Still a retrievable situation
H Fernando kept his cool_ But he
"Four years seems like a long
r ago," he said in all innocence.
time The Drama Queen was done
ping the script, Fernando was re-cast
rte role of the villain" in front of a
.vci of horrified on-lookers No one
tics up with an insensitive pig Rest in
ice Fernando hut you sleep alone
DANIELSON Zack, Atlanta, GA
rig yesterday
’ In the r.
It
;
when Zack’s game left us, and while it
didn’t go without a fight, Zack did have
his arse unceremoniously handed to
him. Upon returning from the bathroom,

SMITH Eric, Washington, DC
v!, r,
:.t unlikely of circumstances.
raging in two of his most
;,.rstimes: talking about L
trier passion, a beautiful gin wi,
-,eerned genuinely interested. They were
.-.,-11 planning to go Out in His I 5 -foot
eirighy, only to hit unseen rocks in the
;..trm of The One Upper. the
..;amekiller who lives by
’Anything you can do I can do better.
Sure enough, The One Upper claimed
to not only know boats, but he also
boasted of captaining his own 40-foot
vessel. Eric tried to navigate to the
calmer waters of car talk but was
run over again by The One Upper’s
supposed vintage German roadster.
The tension quickly mounted, and soon
the two were engaged in a ruthless
game of one-upmanship. On and
on they went, seeing what the other
guy just said and raising him. When
the smoke cleared, Eric had won the
gloat-fest, but the girl was nowhere
to be found. No one likes a braggart.
Eric’s game was last seen drifting away
towards the vast sea of loneliness in
an undersized boat.

good
eggs.
new suitor Mar It .

UTSCH Chad, New Brunswick, NJ
His game was taring nicely at the local
coffee shop with a seemingly receptive
latte drinker called Rita and he seemed
well on his way toe little afternoon delight,
that is until the corduroy-clad Gamekiller
known as "10" entered picture. This
pompous scholastic scavenger, famous
for luring men into heated debates on
subjects of which they know nothing,
over-heard the conversation turning
to art and pounced. Immediately he
steered the dialogue into an area
known as Out Of Chad’s Depth where
he would dish out ever increasing
portions of intellectual emasculation.
Chad reacted as anyone with a 20
point IQ deficit facing "10" would: the
wrong way. No, the answer to "When
do you feel Picasso peaked?" isn’t to
shove the questioner in the chest. Rita
was left to apologize emphatically for
Chad’s actions and asked if she could
make up for it in some way. Chad
tried to recover, but it was too late. He
had lost his cool, arid his game would
retire home, where it would begin its
own blue period.

Obituaries can be created and sent
via email to friends at gamekillers.com

KUMAR Bharat, Jacksonville, FL
After t r
;
; 1,2ggy
redhead at a dorm mixer, Bharat was
interrupted by Trevor, a.k.o British
Accent Guy. VVornen are drawn to men

FOX Jon, London, UK
Jon s game, ueroved to many a
cheerleader and facilitator of the
menage of 2003, was fairing well at
a Gold Coast club with a delightful
pair of sisters. That is until the playboy
predator and full time Gamekiller
simply known as Kash Munni entered
the picture. A well-endowed socialite
famous for trashing 5-star hotel rooms,
Kash had traveled in from oil rich lands
wearing expensive Italian loafers and

Keep Your Cool. Axe Dry.
Paul advertisement
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